September 5, 2010

SGA meeting minutes

I. Kat Biehl
   A. Thank you for hard work this week
   B. Allocations and class officer elections this week
      1. two individuals elected for the class of 2013 in the Spring semester
         had to drop out of school for various reasons, so we will be holding
         elections for them this week.
      2. All allocations due in the SGA box by Friday, September 10, 2010 4:00
         pm
      3. SGA needs to be very visible to all the liaisons and reach out to various
         organizations to see if they need any help.
   C. Alumni Board meeting
      1. Sam Cordisco speaking
   D. SGA website
      1. Blog—applies to everybody
      2. email to sga@albright.edu and password is Albright
   E. OxFam Constitution voting
      1. Revising
      2. Sophie reads through constitutions
      3. **Advisement for all club liaisons: It should be noted that the
         organization will not get an account until they have generated funds
         through fundraisers. They will not get a self-generated account
         number until that time. (sean Crossley)
   F. ASGA Conference
      1. one spot open
      2. leaving at 9:00 am on Thursday, September 30, 2010 and will return
         from Philadelphia around 7:00 or 8:00 pm

II. Pam Swope
   A. Committees
      1. all assigned to a committee
      2. Pam will hopefully get everything established by Friday
   B. Liaisons
      1. be sure to establish good relationship with organizations to which we
         are liaisons
      2. ask them if they need help as you are their representative at the
         allocations meeting

III. Sean Crossley
   A. President/Treasurer Workshop
      1. make sure Presidents and Treasurer talk to Sean if they did not attend
         the workshop
      2. stress these two things about allocations
         a. documentation must be provided for everything and must be
            done well in advance
b. 4:00 PM!!!!!! They will not be allocated in the first round if they come in after 4:00.

3. Allocations
   a. see instructions provided by Sean for copies
   b. Sean will be sending out an email with the allocations presentation so that we can

4. The SGA Executive Board will be meeting with Priority One organizations early this week

5. Priority Classifications:
   a. Priority One: They get addressed first in Allocations and are those organizations who reach a large number of students, thus making them important to the student body.
   b. Priority Two: all organizations in good standing among SGA
   c. Priority Three: any organizations in bad standing—if they went over budget last semester

IV. Sophia Schuster
   A. Constitutions
      1. Only five organizations have updated constitutions
      2. Please, as liaisons, include in your email to your organizations that they should look at their constitutions.
      3. Constitutions must be revised and updated by next semester. Otherwise, they will not be allocated for in the Spring semester
   B. Office Hours
      1. must have availability asap

V. Katie Donaldson
   A. poster for allocations
   B. posters for elections for Class of 2013 and 2014
   C. email organizations

VI. Lan Chen
   A. election of new vice-president this coming week
   B. trip to the Asian market and King of Prussia
      1. one trip to Asian market for new students
      2. one trip for the ISA dinner
   C. trip to Dorney Park at the end of October

VII. Matt Bauer
    A. wants to bring back Athletics sign in campus center notifying students of sporting events
    B. goal is to make sporting events more visible
    C. advertise Athlete of the Week
    D. Sean suggested to talk to the Albrightian to advertise

VIII. Samantha Cordisco
     A. contact Brad from IT to get website event list revised
     B. hoping to advertise it by posting signs and flyers
     C. make more accessible on general Albright site and have Brad include it in the weekly email
IX. Carrie Cowsert
   A. six people signed up for Student Recognition committee
   B. email ideas

X. Jack Gombach
   A. SGA fun facts on the line
   B. pictures of SGA and other organizations
   C. get individual pictures this week with Pankratz on Tuesday and ask him about group SGA picture on Sunday

XI. Vickie McShea
   A. 18 people signed up for Spirit Committee
   B. House Calls—scheduling certain dorms for each day
   C. Concert planning will be done very early this year

XII. Good and Welfare: Talking points
   A. Bright Nights: We pay for 8 movies every month. Watch a movie in the Campus Center at the first weekend of every month.

Meeting closed at 4:58 pm